[Connection of the tangents of the regression slope of the heart rate graph with linear and nonlinear dynamics in stationary short-time series].
The connection of the regression slope of heart rate graph (b1) with linear and nonlinear dynamics in stationary short-time series (256 points) was studied. A new index for the estimation of nonlinear dynamics in stationary short-time series was used, which is based on the correlation dimension. The results of the study indicated that the dynamics of heart rate in stationary short-time series can be represented as the sum of linear (periodic) and nonlinear (stochastic) processes. A relation of b1 with both linear and nonlinear dynamics of heart rate was found. The formulas for the calculation of absolute and relative (to the amplitude of periodic fluctuations) noise levels in heart rate dynamics were derived. A comparative analysis of nonlinear dynamics of heart rate in stationary short-time series for different functional states of humans was performed. The increase in the relative noise level in heart rate dynamics with increasing breathing frequency is related not only to a decrease in control breathing amplitude but also to an increase in the noise amplitude. The decrease in the absolute noise level for nervous excitation, fatigue, and mental stress were found. The predominance of nonlinear (stochastic) processes over linear (periodic) processes in the relaxed state was established.